Implementation of optical imagery in a diffuse inhomogeneous medium such as biological tissue requires an understanding of photon migration and multiple scattering processes which act to randomize pathlength and degrade image quality. The nature oftransmitted light from soft tissue ranges from the quasi-coherent properties ofthe minimally scattered component to the random incoherent light of the diffuse component. Recent experimental approaches have emphasized dynamic pathsensitive imaging measurements with either ultrashort laser pulses (ballistic photons) or amplitude modulated laser light launched into tissue (photon density waves) to increase image resolution and transmissive penetration depth. Ballistic imaging seeks to compensate for these "fog-like" effects by temporally isolating the weak early-arriving image-bearing component from the diffusely scattered background using a subpicosecond optical gate superimposed on the transmitted photon time-of-flight distribution. The authors have developed a broadly wavelength tunable (470 nm -2.4 pm), ultrashort amplifying optical gate for transillumination spectral imaging based on optical parametric amplification in a nonlinear crystal. The time-gated image amplification process exhibits low noise and high sensitivity, with gains greater than iO' achievable for low light levels. We report preliminary benchmark experiments in which this system was used to reconstruct, spectrally upcovert, and enhance near-infrared two-dimensional images with feature sizes of 65 .tm/mm2 in background optical attenuations exceeding i012. Phase images oftest objects exhibiting both absorptive contrast and diffuse scatter were acquired using a self-referencing Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensor in combination with short-pulse quasi-ballistic gating.
INTRODUCTION
Noninvasive optical imaging diagnostics to quantitatively measure in vivo absorption and scattering characteristics of biological tissues are a fundamental prerequisite for a growing number of physiological monitoring procedures and preventative protocols; including cerebrovascular oxygenation, photodynamic dosimetry, transillumination shadowography of malignant lesions, and dermatological and ocular photopathology. Although optical imaging performance must be substantially improved to achieve the resolution currently obtainable with conventional radiological methods such as x-ray and positron emission tomography, magnetic resonance imaging, and ultrasound, optical diagnostics offer promise for intraoperative flexibility at significantly lower cost and reduced instrumental complexity. Additionally, probing the nearinfrared spectral region (600-1300 nm) is a potentially useful noninvasive paradigm for examining internal tissue histology owing to the relatively high penetration depths available at these wavelengths with negligible attendant risk of collateral damage from ionizing radiation. The use of optical wavelengths permits ftmctional imaging of molecular spectroscopic aspects of endogeneous chromophores such as mitochondrial cytochromes and hemoglobin which provide a spatial map or spectral "fingerprint" of tissue physiology and bioenergetics. Structural image information obtained by more traditional invasive methodologies contrastively are predominantly static in nature and are not ideally suitable for condition management or preemptive intervention of progressive disease. Spectroscopic sensitivity to manifestations of neovascularization, microcalcification, cellular architecture, and intracellular metabolic activity associated with carcinogenesis will improve differentiation between malignant and healthy tumor pathologies relative to x-rays making detection of carcinomas by optical biopsy possible with less ambiguity and improved spatial resolution. As an adjunctive modality together with conventional mammography, optical imaging will enhance identification of preclinical stage neoplasms embedded in radiodense dysplastic tissue and reduce conflicting risk-benefit issues associated with possible mutogenic aspects of x-ray dosage and radiation hypersensitivity in high-risk groups. The ability to distinguish subtle differences in both scattering and absorption properties of fibrocystic versus normal fibroglandular or adipose breast tissue will decrease the incidence of false positive outcomes and afford increased lead times prior to metastasis.
TISSUE IMAGING

Light Propagation in Biological Media
Optical propagation in turbid media such as biological tissue is characterized by absorption coefficient J-ta reduced scattering coefficient s' (l -g), scattering anisotropy g <cos8>, refractive index, and the surface Fresnel conditions. Light-based biomedical imaging is possible because variations in absorbance and scattering properties influence photon travel through tissue. Although the near-infrared is the spectral region of greatest optical transparency, multiple scattering is pervasive in fatty tissue at these wavelengths and hinders image formation and the distinguishability of absorption. Elastic scattering inhomogeneities originating from sub-cellular components with dimensions on the order of an optical wavelength cause strong diffusion of light in tissue and optical pulses escaping a diffuse inhomogeneous medium such as tissue undergo temporal broadening due to the distribution of scattering trajectories and associated pathlengths taken in traversing the medium. The main obstacle to quantitative implementation of optical imagery and coherence tomography in turbid environments dominated by scatter is the presence of complex photon migration dynamics which obscure knowledge of the localized path connecting signal with the originating volumetric element. Multiple scattering acts to randomize pathlength, invalidate direct geometrical correlation between incident and detected light, and degrade resultant image quality. Compensation for these "fog-like" effects will require dynamic path-sensitive imaging methods which rely on spatial, temporal, and phase signatures to actively discriminate against diffusely scattered light background1. Although an image may in principle be reconstructed from the diffuse emission if phase and amplitude information are known simultaneously at many discrete points, the uncertainty of path of the detected signal makes the inverse problem inherently underdetermined.
Computational approaches to model photon fluence propagation in highly scattering media based on the diffusion approximation to radiative transport theoiy and Monte Carlo particle-in-cell simulations have been difficult to implement in practice for realistic scenarios.
Quasi-Ballistic Imaging Approach
Despite these difficulties, photon migration patterns derived from a variety of optical probes have been employed to study the effects of scattering inhomogeneities on optical pathlength in turbid media2'3'4. One experimental approach is quasiballistic imaging which seeks to temporally isolate the early-arriving coherent image-bearing component from the incoherent multiply scattered noise using an ultrashort optical gate superimposed on the transmitted photon time-of-flight distribution5'6. The conceptual idea behind time-resolved measurements of this type is to constrain the distribution of transmitted photon trajectories to those relatively rare first-arriving paths exhibiting marginal deviation fom the optic axis. These paths result from the coherent interference of light scattered in the forward direction and propagate essentially undeviated by scattering events, thereby carrying the least distorted image information and the highest degree of spatial localization. Temporal gating rejects the much larger number of late-arriving photon paths which follow long random walks resulting from incoherent diffuse scattering through the medium and subsequently appear as background noise in the image plane. Numerous experimental methods to implement the requisite temporal discrimination have been demonstrated, including: Kerr gating7, interferometric 8,9 and photorefractive holography10,streak camera imaging11,stimulated Raman amplification12' 13, optical coherence tomography14, time-correlated single photon counting'5, heterodyne mixing16, and optical cross correlation.
Operational Requirements for Time-Resolved Imaging Systems
Since the intensity of the coherent component is attenuated approximately exponentially with thickness and scattering mean free path, the ability to image through dense scattering medium is fundamentally limited by the measurement sensitivity to small ballistic and quasi-ballistic signals. Image contrast is a subjective juxtaposition between minimum detectable signal and the relative size of the diffuse component. The gate should provide substantial discrimination against the time-delayed diffusively scattered light which contains the bulk ofthe pulse energy, while maintaining high transmission efficiency of the image-bearing component for maximum dynamic range. Shorter gate durations imply better image contrast and improved longitudinal spatial resolution, but at the expense of fewer integrated photons on a single-shot basis. The minimum detectable transmission level for ballistic imaging is fundamentally limited by the quantum shot noise of the detector, and the maximum permissible number of photons impinging on the tissue sample is determined by the ANSI exposure standards and the FDA ocular safety guidelines.
Based on these considerations and typical tissue parameters, a transillumination imaging system for biological tissue should ideally be capable of detecting spatially-resolved images over a dynamic range oftransmitted signal exceeding twelve orders of magnitude17. The laser source should generate low-noise stable optical pulses at kilohertz or higher repetition rates and deliver -25 milliwatt average powers to achieve illumination fluences adequate for image contrast over a range of penetration depths (centimeters) while maintaining sample exposure levels below the burn standard for living tissue. The source should possess wavelength versatility for spectroscopic imaging, and produce the pulse durations necessary to achieve millimeter spatial resolution with sufficient power for nonlinear gating of fill 2-D images. Fast sampling achievable with modelocked pulse trains combined with a noiseless amplifying gate could partially compensate for the extremely low number of photons integrated over a short gating periods by improving image processing rates, and minimizing the effect of dark noise statistical fluctuations on photon counting precision and radiometric fidelity ofphotodetector arrays. Image processing speed is essential for medical diagnosis under conditions where the measurement must be performed rapidly compared to movement ofthe subject (i.e., motion-induced artifacts due to breathing).
TRANSILLUMINATION IMAGING WITH AN OPTICAL PARAMETRIC AMPLIFIER
Physics of the OPA gate
The authors have demonstrated a wavelength-tunable, ultrashort amplifying gate for ballistic imaging based on optical parametric amplification, as shown schematically in figure 1. In this gating process, a strong pump beam is temporally and spatially overlapped with the attenuated image-bearing probe beam in a nonlinear crystal to produce gain via a phasematched three-wave parametric interaction. Gain in the amplifier exists for approximately the duration of the pump pulse and the nature of the interaction provides temporal, spatial, and polarization discrimination against diffusely scattered light background. Each pump photon generates two tunable lower frequency photons (signal co and idler oi) subject to momentum and energy conservation with gain scaling dependent on the ciystal interaction length and nonlinearity (deff), pump intensity (Ip) and phase mismatch (zMc). The gate simultaneously amplifies and temporally isolates the weak quasiballistic, partially coherent component ofthe transmitted light and the resultant image can be observed directly at the injected probe frequency or at the spectrally converted difference frequency between pump and probe. Time-gated parametric amplification exhibits low noise and high sensitivity, with gains in excess of iO achievable for low incident light levels. Broad wavelength tuning can be accomplished by variation of the ciystal phasematching conditions to minimize momentum mismatch and maximize gain, and the optical signal depth can be measured by monitoring the transmitted amplitude during the amplification interval as a function of probe delay. Each temporal slice of the transmitted pulse contains depth information (100 fs3Oim) and a three-dimensional reconstruction can be progressively built up by stacking images at appropriate delays using a filtered backprojection CT algorithm. The lateral image spatial resolution is determined by the crystal focussing geometry, and the longitudinal (depth) resolution is fixed by the pump pulsewidth. 
Experimental Set-up
We have performed femtosecond parametric amplification of a monochromatic near-infrared image in a 3-barium borate (BBO) type I (e -o+o) crystal (0 29°) placed at the image plane. In our experimental system, presented in figure 2 , we cascaded two micro-joule BBO optical parametric amplifiers (OPA), one as a tunable coherent light source, and the second as a quasi-ballistic gate after the test object. The probing wavelength is derived from either the signal or idler branches of the first OPA and both stages are sequentially pumped by second harmonic light (type I lithium triborate e= 28°, = 900) from a regeneratively amplified titanium sapphire laser operating at a 250 KHz repetition rate near 800 nm. A broadband white light continuum is used to seed the first amplifier and affords efficient spectral tuning from 470-750 nm in the signal and .94 to the absorption edge of BBO near 2.4 m in the idler, excluding the region near degeneracy. This amplifier is operated in a double pass collinear configuration to compensate for group velocity mismatch (GVM) effects between the pump and signal/idler waves and gains approaching 1000 over the white light background level are possible. A collinear geometry minimizes k mismatch detrimental to image formation which occurs in crossed-beam optical geometries. The spectral ouput is tuned by rotating the crystal about its phasematching axis and varying the white light delay (chirp) to allow appropriate wavelengths to temporarly overlap the pump. For type I phasematching, the pump and signal (or idler) waves are orthogonally polarized. Dichroics and bandpass filters are used to separate pump and probe wavelengths with good spectral purity. Typically, the signal branch exhibits 100-200 nJ pulse energies, -157 fs pulsewidths, and 5-25 nm bandwidth as a fimction of wavelength, with lower energies and slightly longer pulses for the idler. Spatial mode quality is characterized by a Gaussian M2 value better than 1.5. The nominal crystal interaction length (1 mm) in both amplifiers is chosen to minimize spatial (8dL) and temporal walk-off (L<'rvg) and the input confocal parameters (w0-. 80-100 pm, ztw02/?.5 mm) are adjusted for maximum spatial overlap, efficient gain, and optimum angular acceptance, subject to the self-focussing damage threshold (<50 GW/cm2). Pump energy requirements of the parametric process are modest (p.J) and are obtainable with current generation diode-pumped oscillator/regenerative amplifier configurations.
Polychromatic Source
Cascaded Amplifying Gate figure 2 -Overview of OPA transillumination experimental geometry
Gate Dynamic Range
As a preliminary benchmark experiment, we have used this system to reconstruct and enhance test images with absolute feature sizes of65 im/mm2 in background optical attenuations exceeding 1012. Two-dimensional amplified ballistic images of a standard Air Force resolution chart embedded between opal difftisers were obtained for various attenuations and exposure times < lOs using a liquid nitrogen cooled 1024x1024 detector array. Images and correspondmg hneouts are displayed in Although opal diffusers are not extended sources with a continuous variation in dielectric constant as would be the case in tissue media, the achievable dynamic range is nonetheless significant for biomedical imaging applications. Assuming an inverse transport length of 1 mm (tt91ai1s'),which is a reasonable average value for fibroglandular tissue, this level of attenuation corresponds to a penetration depth of greater than 3 centimeters. The primary difference between tissue media and a boundary diffuser would appear in the scattering anisotropy factor: tissue is a significantly more forward scatterer (g-.9 versus g-. 5 for opal), and in the width of the temporal distribution of the transmitted photons (much wider for the case of tissue with fewer ballistic photons). This would imply that longer gate widths (> 1 ps) combined with larger acceptance angle crystals, and the use of early-arriving diffuse light would be a necessary compromise for imaging thick tissues, albeit with reduced image resolution and signal-to-noise. Another option would be to increase the sample illumination photon fluence cognizant ofthe optical damage threshold.
Spectral Upconversion and Amplication in the Infrared
Using the second optical parametric amplifier to simultaneously amplif' and spectrally upconvert (difference mix the idler and visible pump wave) an infrared idler (2v-1.3 tim) transmitted through the sample from the first stage, we can suppress background effects, reduce diffuse scattering (Gscat 4) within the sample volume, enhance image formation, and improve detector dynamic range by shifting to visible signal wavelengths (2v-580 nm) which are within the silicon photocathode response envelope. A key advantage ofthis approach, is the ability to perform spectral imaging at longer wavelengths within the water window which exhibit relatively low scatter while maintaining the capability for efficient 18 Many of these infrared wavelengths are sensitive to vibrational overtones specific to metabolic changes associated with carcinogenesis and tumor pathology. Wavelength tunability will be an important aspect for optimizing absorption and scattering properties for maximum image contrast. In addition, because the scattering coefficient appears in the exponential small changes in its value can have a dramatic impact on the number of available ballistic photons over long pathlenths. Since the maximum permissible exposure to laser radiation increases at longer wavelengths, higher fluences are available for imaging or alternatively, for reduced exposure times.
Diffractive Imaging with Optical Parametric Amplification
Parametrically amplified ballistic imaging is capable of resolving a broad range of spatial frequencies and complex shapes. Each spatial frequency in the amplified image can be associated with a plane wave that propagates in a particular direction in the crystal, and the spatial frequency distribution of the plane wave superposition is mapped via diffractive imaging to the phasematching constraints.19 In this sense, an optical parametric amplifier acts as a 'soft" confocal aperture for spatial amplification. The clear aperture (D) is defined by the focussing geometry optimized for the crystal acceptance angle O=(4it/L)(k/O)' and the pump spot size determines the spatial frequency cut-off v0-D/2 for image formation.The number of resolution elements of the amplifier is determined by the Fresnel number N(A/2L)2 with pump area AD2, and since the gain of the gate is proportional to pump intensity P/A, the number of resolution elements at fixed gain is determined by the pump power.13 Efficiency of amplification and transfer of spatial frequencies is described by an optical transfer fimction (OTF) in terms of spatial frequency, propagation vector, gain, and crystal length. The gain passband in the transfer function is defined by the gain region ix2w0 and the phasematching acceptance bandwidth k.kI<c/2L. By moving the camera from the conjugate image plane to the image focal plane (Fourier plane) one can observe either the amplified image or its spatial-frequency spectrum and measure the transfer function experimentally. We have investigated both relay and Fourier imaging configurations, which are interchangeable by relocating the object from a focus to a region ofplane wave illumination with appropriate magnification scaling. In the latter experiment, the OPA crystal was placed in the Fourier plane of the image and resulted in a field limited by the phasematching properties (zk) with the resolution being related to the lateral size of the pump beam x. For relay imaging, the roles of the previous situation are reversed, and one can improve object plane resolution at the expense offield ofview by adjusting the magnification. Amplifier operational characteristics should be optimized for gain versus image quality and space bandwidth product.The criteria for choice of ciystal should include a high nonlinear coefficient in the required phasematching configuration and a large tolerence in divergence of the pump beam; i.e. a large acceptance angle. For imaging at infrared wavelengths >1 jim, type II KTP with a 800 nm pump wavelength has superior gain and acceptance angle compared to BBO Working near the degeneracy point in type I phasematching may be generally useful for polychromatic amplification applications such as timeresolved fluorescence spectroscopy where the phasematching conditions must be satisfied over a wide cone of spatial wavevectors centered on the pump direction.2°4
. PHASE IMAGING THROUGH A BALLISTIC GATE
Binary Optics
Binary optics are hybrid optical elements exhibiting controllable refractive and diffractive imaging properties. These properties are derived from a discrete phase-encoded 2N surface relief structure patterned by integrated circuit manufacturing methods using successive photolithography and etch steps. The arbitrary nature of this fabrication process allows essentially unlimited flexibility in constructing customized lenslet arrays as robust minaturized replacements for conventional optical systems. These devices can be integrated with other elements such as diffraction gratings and CCD cameras to build combined spectral, intensity, and phase imaging systems.21 A self-referencing Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensor using a 40x32 lenslet array (250 jim pixel diameter) based on binary optics technology has been developed at Sandia which is sensitive to optical path distortions ofX/lOO and exhibits dynamic grayscale range exceeding i04.
Wavfront Sensing
Hartmann sensing offers a simple method for measuring the optical phase of laser light that has been transmitted through an aberrating medium. In general, a Hartmann sensor consists of lenslet array, pixelated camera, and a centroid algorithm that can accurately locate the positions of focal spot intensity patterns recorded by the camera. The wavefront field is divided by an array of transmissive lenslets which focus the incoming light within each subaperture onto the camera. The sensor works on the principle that focused spots in the focal plane of the microlens array will be deflected away from their respective optical axes due to aberrations in the optical beam. The deflection distance is proportional to the local derivative or slope of the optical wave front impinging on the lenslet array and the full phase front can be recovered by direct integration. We have successfully combined this device with short-pulse ballistic gating using optical parametric amplification to generate spatially-resolved two-dimensional chord-integrated phase and intensity maps of various test objects. Figure 6 shows reconstructed phase and intensity contour plots of a weak 2 meter radius of curvature negative field lens placed in front of a diffuser with an overall optical density of 4. The path delay in the temporally resolving gate was adjusted for the average thickness of the test lens and the overall magnification of the composite optical system allowing for the field lens defocussing was approximately 14 m which did not significantly perturb the crystal focussing geometry or gain conditions. Use of a short measurement interval eliminates optical pathlength uncertainty due to fluctuations or turbulence in the intervening media. The observed maximum phase retardation is .36 jim or slightly greater than 2J2 under these conditions. a. This phase measurement capability will be a useful complement to ballistic imaging when refractive index variation occurs in the absence of strong absorptive contrast. Tissue scattering is caused by a variety of substances and organelles with different refractive indices and changes in the index can change the overall scattering coefficient (Rayleigh-Ganz theory). Accurate tumor diagnosis will benefit from knowledge ofboth absorption and refractive index properties.
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CONCLUSIONS
The gated imaging techniques described in this contribution are an important application of nonlinear optics to image processing and visualization of ultrafast phenomena in turbid media such as biological tissue. The practical realization of optical tomography as a viable alternative to conventional imaging modalities for screening diagnostics and physiological monitoring could enhance the effectiveness of early intervention strategies to detect and treat carcinomas. Since wavelength and pulsewidth considerations for transillumination measurements of this type overlap well with evolving solid-state laser technologies, including miniaturized diode sources and integrated photonic optical sensing elements, the development of a biomedical imaging apparatus based on such an architecture could be a significant step toward producing a versatile clinical instrument. Although much ofthe research aimed toward imaging through turbid media is pertinent to medical spectroscopy, it is also isomorphic to a number of problems of long standing such as atmospheric and oceanographic lidar, and nondestructive subsurface metrology of composite layers or buried interfaces. Gated frequency-resolved optical imaging is applicable to various spectroscopic signatures including fluorescence, luminescence, Raman, and infrared absorption and should benefit these areas.
